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ABSTRACT
Transgender issues have recently emerged as highly salient topics of
political contestation in the United States. This paper investigates
one relevant factor in that ascent: intermedia agenda-setting
between digital-native and legacy press news. Through a content
analysis of the top-five digital-native and top-five legacy press
online news entities from 2014 to 2015, we investigate the
dynamics of intermedia agenda-setting in the context of
transgender topics, both at the level of attention to transgender
topics in general and at the level of attention to specific issues
related to the transgender community (e.g. anti-transgender
violence). Results indicate significant causal effects of digital-
native coverage on legacy press coverage at the level of general
attention to transgender topics. However, results also indicate that
at the level of specific transgender issues, digital-native coverage
drives legacy press coverage on some issues, which legacy press
coverage drives digital-native coverage on others. Implications for
intermedia agenda-setting in the digital news media environment
and for the future of transgender political rights movements are
discussed.
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Transgender issues have recently (and rapidly) emerged as highly salient topics of pol-
itical contestation in the United States. While “LGBTQ issues” like marriage equality
have predominated the public agenda for over two decades, issues of specific relevance
to the transgender community have only recently registered on the national public
agenda (Billard 2016; Taylor, Lewis, and Haider-Markel 2018). Little research has
addressed, however, the mechanisms by which transgender issues have been able to
rise so meteorically in comparison to other, more slow-burning civil rights issues.
This paper investigates one relevant factor: intermedia agenda-setting between
digital-native and legacy press news entities. Whereas digital-native news entities
both originated and distribute purely online (in the U.S., such entities include Buzzfeed,
Huffington Post, Vice, Vox, etc.; Bennett 2016), legacy press news entities originated as
major print newspapers and, for the most part, distribute both in print and online.
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While recent research has indicated that transgender coverage is greater in volume
among digital-native news entities than among legacy press (Billard 2017), it remains
unclear whether – and if so, in what ways – legacy press coverage and digital-native
coverage are causally related.

In current communication theory, agenda-setting has three types. The first type, first
demonstrated in McCombs and Shaw’s (1972) classic “Chapel Hill study,” is often referred
to as “object salience” agenda-setting and refers to the effect mainstream news media have
on citizens’ perceptions of which issues are of political importance. The second type, often
referred to as “attribute salience” agenda-setting, refers to the power of news media not
only to draw citizens’ attention to particular issues but also to specific characteristics of
those issues upon which they should evaluate them (McCombs and Reynolds 2009).
The final type – which is the focus of this study – is intermedia agenda-setting, or the
power of some media to influence the agendas of other media (McCombs and Reynolds
2009). Studies of this third type have found myriad relationships both among news
media and between news media and other media. Such findings include, among others,
that (1) coverage of an issue in the New York Times often causes subsequent coverage
in other newspapers around the country (Mazur 1987); (2) print newspapers influence
the agendas of television news broadcasts (Lopez-Escobar et al. 1998; Golan 2006); and
(3) political campaign advertisements drive the issues agendas of both television broadcast
news and print newspapers (Boyle 2001).

More recently, scholars of intermedia agenda-setting effects have shifted focus to how
dynamics have changed in an online news environment (e.g. Ku, Kaid, and Pfau 2003;
Sweetser, Golan, and Wanta 2008). While some research has suggested that intermedia
agenda-setting occurs among online news sources in much the same manner as among
print news sources (Lim 2011), other research has demonstrated that the emergence of
new online-only media, such as blogs, have fundamentally altered agenda-setting flows
(e.g. Roberts, Wanta, and Dzwo 2002; Lee, Lancendorfer, and Lee 2005; Vonbun,
Kleinen-von Königslöw, and Schoenbach 2016). For example, Messner and Distaso
(2008) found that blogs and print newspapers have reciprocal intermedia agenda-
setting effects, while Meraz (2009, 2011) found that traditional media largely fail to set
blog agendas, though blogs succeed in setting traditional media agendas. The introduction
of social media, such as Facebook and Twitter, has further transformed intermedia
agenda-setting dynamics, as social media content (to varying degrees and on certain
issues) engages in reciprocal agenda-setting with traditional news media (Groshek and
Clough Groshek 2013; Neuman et al. 2014). Although most of this research has compared
the agendas of traditional news media to those of blogs or social media, Austrian scholars
Vonbun, Kleinen-von Königslöw, and Schoenbach (2016, 1065) recently found that, in the
broader news media ecology, it is mainstream online news media that “dominate interme-
dia agenda-setting.”

These intermedia agenda-setting effects occur for a number of reasons, with the
primary reason being competition for shares of the informational market. That is, in
order to ensure that they are not missing coverage of topics or events being offered by
their economic competitors, which might result in a loss of audience, news entities
monitor their competitors’ content and adjust their own coverage accordingly (Lim
2006). At the same time, as Donsbach (2004) has argued, seeing coverage of a topic or
event by a competitor legitimates the subject matter as newsworthy to news entities
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that had not covered it, further incentivizing them to follow suit. Of course, this behavior is
not an innovation of digital journalism; Tuchman (1978) documented such practices in
her landmarkMaking News, observing night editors receiving first editions of competitors’
papers to rewrite their own papers for the morning edition. However, the use of data ana-
lytics in the editorial practices of online news making have centered this kind of surveil-
lance of competitors, as well as of one’s own website visitors, in the agenda-setting process
(Ragas, Tran, and Martin 2014; Tandoc 2014). Considering particularly that, according to
Pew Research Center’s (2015, 15, 30) State of the News Media report, the top-10 digital-
native news sites receive an average of 37,274 monthly unique visitors, while the top-10
legacy press websites receive an average of 34,541, legacy press news entities are likely
to look to digital-native entities’ content innovations in the quest to recover their share
of a shrinking news audience.

Existing research on intermedia agenda-setting in the online environment, however,
has thus far failed to compare the agendas of traditional news media to media in the
rapidly proliferating category of mainstream digital-native news. Additionally, these
studies have considered issues of general, mainstream interest such as legislative and
administrative politics, candidates, and elections (e.g. Lee, Lancendorfer, and Lee 2005;
Sweetser, Golan, and Wanta 2008; Meraz 2009, 2011; Vonbun, Kleinen-von Königslöw,
and Schoenbach 2016). The dynamics of agenda-setting regarding issues of less certain
political significance – like previously marginal topics relating to social out-groups – are
likely to differ. As Hallin (1986), among others, has demonstrated, traditional news
media are hesitant to dedicate attention to marginal topics without external pressures –
and coverage among digital news entities with which traditional media must compete
might serve as requisite pressure.

Transgender topics may serve as one key example of this. As Billard (2016) argued –
drawing on Hallin (1986) – legacy press news coverage serves as a means of legitimating
transgender issues and identities, and it is through not only increases in coverage amount
but also changes in coverage quality that transgender issues are legitimated in the political
realm. Between 2003 and 2013 both the amount of coverage of and the amount legitimacy
conferred to transgender issues in American legacy press increased significantly, thus
bringing transgender issues into the realm of legitimate political controversy (Billard
2016). However, Billard’s (2017) recent study of digital-native and legacy press online
news coverage of transgender topics offered early evidence that transgender issues are con-
ferred more legitimacy among digital-native entities than among legacy press, thus
suggesting that potentially politically-consequential differences persist between them.
Thus, if intermedia agenda-setting dynamics exist among digital-native and legacy press
online news, this may have significant effects on the legitimation of transgender topics
in American politics.

It is against this theoretical background that we pose the following research
questions:

RQ1: To what extent do the agendas of legacy press and digital-native online news entities
differ at both the levels of (a) general attention and (b) specific topical focus in the context
of transgender issues?

RQ2: (a) How do the agendas of both types of online news entities relate to one another and
(b) are intermedia agenda-setting dynamics involved in their relationship?
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Method

To answer these research questions, we conducted a mixed-methods content analysis of
articles focusing on transgender issues from a sample of legacy press and digital-native
online news sources. We drew our sample from Media Cloud, an online news aggregation
service co-run by the Center for Civic Media at MIT and the Berkman Center for Internet
& Society at Harvard University. The sample consisted of the top-five legacy newspaper
websites and top-five digital-native news websites (as measured by number of unique visi-
tors) identified in the Pew Research Center (2015) State of the News Media report. Only
U.S.-based purveyors of general news (i.e. not exclusively specialized news such as sport,
entertainment, technology, etc.) were considered. Moreover, news websites that operate
exclusively as blogs (e.g. Gawker) were excluded. As such, the sample included articles
from the websites of legacy press entitiesUSA Today, theNew York Times, theWashington
Post, the Los Angeles Times, and the San Francisco Chronicle (SFGate.com), and digital-
native entities the Huffington Post, Buzzfeed, Slate, Vice, and Vox.

In order to capture news coverage during the time of greatest increase in mainstream
transgender visibility, both in politics (e.g. the referendum on Houston’s Equal Rights
Ordinance) and popular culture (e.g. Laverne Cox on the cover of Time magazine,
Caitlyn Jenner coming out), we selected a sampling frame from 1 January 2014 to 31
December 2015. Articles were identified through a keyword search that filtered for
stories containing any of the keywords: “transgender,” “transsexual,” “transexual,” and
“transgendered.” Articles were excluded that did not include one of these keywords (or
their abbreviation “trans”) more than once outside of the phrase “lesbian, gay, bisexual,
and transgender” or one of its variants. This sampling frame yielded a total of 3481 articles,
from which 700 (20%) were randomly sampled for coding.

Two political communication scholars with research expertise in media representations
of gender worked as coders for this study. Coding was conducted at an article level of
analysis and the following measures were coded: (a) news source (e.g. New York Times,
Buzzfeed, etc.); (b) date of publication; and (c) topic or issue discussed in the story.
Because, in contrast to past agenda-setting research (e.g. Lee, Lancendorfer, and Lee
2005), we assessed all topics pertaining to transgender individuals and issues, we did
not have an a priori list of topics that we sampled and coded for. Thus, coding story
topics required an iterative process of content analysis in which story topic codes were
generated using a small subsample and subsequently applied to the general study
sample. Following Cho and Lee (2014), we took an inductive approach to qualitative
content analysis using the first 200 news articles from our sample. Fifty of these subsample
articles were analyzed at the story level and submitted to an initial round of open coding,
through which we established a core set of codes. We then coded the remainder of the 200-
article subsample data with these preliminary codes. Where these codes were inadequate,
additional codes were created and previously coded data were reevaluated. This resulted in
a total of 10 codes in addition to the miscellaneous “other” category (n = 9): anti-transgen-
der violence (n = 11), Caitlyn Jenner (n = 33), coming out/outing (n = 15), discrimination
(n = 25), legislation and litigation (n = 17), medical issues/healthcare (n = 10), nonbinary
identities/third gender (n = 7), transgender representation in media and entertainment
(n = 36), transgender children and education (n = 22), and transgender military service
(n = 15). All 200 subsample stories were coded based on the consensus of both coders.
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Using the codes developed through this inductive process, the remaining 500 articles in
the sample were coded following Krippendorff’s (2004) guidelines for quantitative content
analysis. Articles were coded at the story level and each article could only be coded as
having one story topic. Where multiple topics were addressed in a single article, coders
identified the topic that was given greater prominence, where prominence was determined
by the number of paragraphs relevant to each topic. Intercoder reliability was assessed by
selecting a 100-article (20%) subsample of the 500 remaining articles for comparison
between both coders; acceptably high intercoder reliability for story topic was achieved,
percent agreement = 89%, Krippendorff’s α = .87.1 Disagreements were resolved by con-
sensus of the coders.

To test for intermedia agenda-setting effects between digital-native and legacy press
news media, we followed past studies (e.g. Meraz 2011; Groshek and Clough Groshek
2013; Neuman et al. 2014) in conducting a series of Granger (1969) causality tests,
which offer a means of testing time-ordered relationships between parallel time series;
specifically, a statistically significant result indicates that past values of one time series
predict future values of the other. As Groshek and Clough Groshek (2013, 19) remarked,
“this technique can statistically determine when topic salience in one media agenda pre-
cedes and predictively explains topic salience in another media agenda.” Of course, such
statistical relationships do not confirm real-world causality, but they nonetheless offer an
indication of time-ordered effects such that one time series is said to “Granger cause” the
other (Freeman 1983).

In order to avoid excesses of daily non-value data points for our analyses, we collapsed
the coded dates into weeklong intervals beginning with the week of 1 January 2014. This
resulted in 105 weekly observations. While this necessarily precludes the possibility of
detecting intermedia agenda-setting effects that occur within a single week, past research
by Roberts, Wanta, and Dzwo (2002) has indicated that agenda-setting between legacy
press and online discourse is most prominent at a lag of 7 days. Moreover, given that
fewer than one article per day on average would be published from the 700-article
sample over the two-year timeframe, we would likely observe few, if any, effects analyzing
intermedia agenda-setting at daily intervals.

For Granger causality tests to be successfully conducted, three conditions must be met.
First, Granger tests require a minimum of 40 unique observations (Poole, McPhee, and
Canary 2002). Since we have 105 unique observations, our data meet this criterion.
Second, Granger tests require that vectors achieve “stationarity,” or consistency in statisti-
cal parameters (e.g. mean, variance, autocorrelation) over time (Cryer and Chan 2008). A
series of augmented Dickey-Fuller tests confirmed the stationarity of our vectors. Finally,
appropriate time lags for the Granger causality tests must be selected via statistical means
(Enders 1995). In the present study, the Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Schwarz’s
Bayesian information criterion (SBIC) were calculated for each time series to identify the
appropriate lags; when the AIC and SBIC conflicted, sequential F-tests were run to
confirm which lag value to employ (Weber 2001).

Having established these three conditions were met, we then conducted the
Granger causality tests, which required a series of test pairs – one test assessing the
predictive power of the first time series on the second and another test assessing the
reverse. F-statistics were calculated for each test; a significant F-statistic indicated a signifi-
cant causal relationship in the direction of the model. If neither test in the pair was
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significant then there were no Granger causal relationships, whereas if both tests were sig-
nificant then there was “mutual reciprocal Granger causation” (Neuman et al. 2014, 204).

Results

Of the 700 articles sampled for this study, significantly more came from digital-native
news entities (n = 420) than from legacy press online news sources (n = 280), χ2(1, N =
700) = 27.6, p < .0001; this is perfectly reflective of the overall population of articles
from which we sampled (2,121 articles from digital-native vs. 1,360 articles from legacy
press), χ2(1, N = 3,481) = 166.37, p < .0001. However, despite this clear difference in
overall coverage frequency, we observed no significant differences in coverage dedicated
to individual topics (as a percentage of all coverage) between legacy press and digital-
native online news. That is, the percentage of digital-native stories dedicated to a
specific topic was never statistically significantly different from the percentage of legacy
press stories dedicated to the same topic (see Table 1). Moreover, the results of a
Kendall rank correlation test revealed a significant correlation in topic ranks between
the two types of news entities, τ = 0.75, p < .001, indicating that relative attention levels
to each topic were similar across both entity types.

Looking at the relationship between digital-native and legacy press coverage at the level
of general attention to transgender topics, we observed a significant correlation between
their two agendas, r(103) = 0.59, p < .0001. In other words, overall trends in coverage fre-
quency correlated significantly between both news outlet types such that when one outlet
type increased or decreased its coverage amount, so did the other. However, results of the
Granger causality test revealed a significant influence of digital-native news coverage on
legacy press coverage at the level of general coverage of transgender issues such that
changes in digital-native coverage “Granger caused” subsequent changes in legacy press
coverage (see Table 2). Figure 1 presents a plot of these trends. Thus, these results indicate
that the overall amount of attention legacy newspaper websites dedicated to transgender
topics was an outcome of intermedia agenda-setting influence from digital-native news
sites.

Shifting to the relationships between digital-native and legacy press coverage at the level
of specific transgender issues, only for the issue of anti-transgender violence did digital-
native and legacy press agendas correlate significantly, r(103) = 0.29, p = .003; for no

Table 1. Story topic distribution by news source type.
Topic % of Digital-native articles (n) % of Legacy press articles (n)

Discrimination 17.4% (75) 18.6% (52)
Transgender Representation in Media and Entertainment 17.1% (72) 12.5% (35)
Caitlyn Jenner 15.0% (63) 13.9% (39)
Other 10.2% (43) 13.6% (38)
Anti-transgender Violence 7.9% (33) 9.6% (27)
Transgender Children and Education 7.1% (30) 8.9% (25)
Legislation and Litigation 6.9% (29) 5.7% (16)
Medical Issues/Healthcare 5.2% (22) 2.5% (7)
Transgender Military Service 4.5% (19) 5.0% (14)
Coming Out/Outing 4.3% (18) 6.4% (18)
Nonbinary Identities/Third Gender 4.3% (18) 3.2% (9)
Total 99.9% (420) 99.9% (280)

Note: Totals do not sum to 100% due to rounding.
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other issue did the agendas of the two news source types correlate (see Table 2). Yet, while
their individual issue agendas did not correlate cotemporally, the results of several Granger
causality test were significant, indicating that digital-native news coverage and legacy press
coverage influenced one another on a variety of issues. Specifically, our results indicated
that digital-native coverage “Granger caused” subsequent legacy press coverage of issues
pertaining to anti-transgender violence, as well as transgender children and education,
while legacy press drove later digital-native coverage of nonbinary identities/third
gender issues (see Table 2). Interestingly, however, the results of the Granger causality
test on coverage of discrimination issues suggested bidirectional causality between
legacy press and digital-native entities. That is, legacy press and digital-native coverage
of discrimination issues had a mutual causal relationship such that past values of both
time series predicted future values of the other. Taken together, these results indicate
that digital-native coverage exerts an intermedia agenda-setting influence on legacy
press coverage for some issues, while legacy press coverage exerts an intermedia
agenda-setting influence on digital-native coverage for others.

Table 2. Relationships between digital-native and legacy press news media time series.

Correlation between DN and LP Granger causality test

Variable r(103) lags F p

Overall coverage 0.59***
DN → LP* 1 6.43 .01
LP → DN 1 2.86 .09

Anti-transgender violence 0.29**
DN → LP** 1 9.68 .002
LP → DN 1 2.08 .15

Caitlyn Jenner –0.01
DN → LP 1 1.06 .31
LP → DN 1 0.20 .65

Coming out/outing –0.01
DN → LP 1 0.25 .62
LP → DN 1 0.31 .57

Discrimination 0.19
DN → LP* 4 2.83 .03
LP → DN** 4 4.04 .005

Legislation and litigation –0.02
DN → LP 1 0.12 .73
LP → DN 1 0.11 .75

Medical issues/healthcare 0.04
DN → LP 1 1.64 .20
LP → DN 1 0.15 .71

Nonbinary identities/third gender 0.04
DN → LP 1 0.21 .65
LP → DN** 1 8.53 .004

Transgender representation in media and entertainment 0.18
DN → LP 1 0.61 .44
LP → DN 1 0.29 .60

Transgender children and education –0.04
DN → LP*** 1 16.02 .0001
LP → DN 1 0.59 .45

Transgender military service –0.03
DN → LP 1 0.07 .80
LP → DN 1 0.10 .76

Note: DN = digital-native news, LP = legacy press news. Arrows indicate the direction of Granger causality. Appropriate lags
were determined as described in the Method section.

*p < .05.
**p < .01.
***p < .001.
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Discussion

This study investigated the dynamics of intermedia agenda-setting between legacy press
and digital-native online news sources in the context of transgender topics. Beyond illu-
minating how intermedia agenda-setting effects have changed in the digital news environ-
ment – particularly with the emergence of mainstream digital-native news entities
(Bennett 2016) – this study offers insight into one mechanism by which transgender
issues have so rapidly achieved salience in mainstream news media. Yet this study also
contributes to our understanding of how digital-native yet still mainstream online news
sources (as opposed to blogs, social media, etc.) fit into the collective agenda-building
process of the contemporary news media environment, illustrating the particular role
played by digital-native news entities in driving attention to marginal social issues
among legacy press entities.

Overall, digital-native news entities dedicated more coverage to transgender topics
over the two-year span from 2014 to 2015 than did legacy press online news sources.
As a proportion of their respective coverage, however, the two source types did not, in
the aggregate, differ significantly in their amount of focus on specific issues. Looking at
the dynamics of intermedia agenda-setting between the two types of online news, we
found that changes in the amount of digital-native coverage drove subsequent changes
in legacy press coverage at the level of general attention to transgender topics. On individ-
ual transgender issues, however, digital-native coverage drove changes in legacy press
coverage on several issues, while legacy press coverage drove digital-native coverage on
others. It is nonetheless noteworthy that digital-native coverage drove legacy press cover-
age on a greater number of issues, which suggests that, on the whole, changes in legacy
press coverage were a product of increases in digital-native attention. Taken together,
these results suggest that coverage among digital-native online news entities is a driving

Figure 1. Total weekly coverage over time by news source type (DN = digital-native, LP = legacy press).
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force in increasing attention to transgender concerns among legacy press online news enti-
ties, although legacy press retains some (limited) power in setting specific issue agendas,
and similar dynamics may be identified in other contexts in future work.

Questions of why we observe these results are harder to answer, but past literature offers
some potential explanations. In some respects, it seems almost obvious that emerging
agenda items pertaining to a marginalized population would be more prevalent in
digital-native news, as these entities are more closely linked to the agendas of social
media (Bennett 2016), which “spend a lot more time discussing social issues such as
birth control, abortion, and same-sex marriage… than the traditional media” (Neuman
et al. 2014, 210). Additionally, the economic and organizational logics of news media
allow new issues to arise in digital-native coverage in ways less possible in legacy press.
Digital news distribution allows for the specialized targeting of narrower audiences
(Klinenberg 2005), which online news entities – both digital-native and legacy press – do
in order to maximize visitor counts because they cannot “meaningfully charge for
content” (Freedman 2010, 45). As a result, topics unlikely to emerge in print newspapers
receive coverage online, as editors use web metrics to determine “which topics, headlines,
and story assets [are] more likely to generate traffic” (Tandoc 2014, 571).

Though both digital-native and legacy press news entities use web metrics in their gate-
keeping practices, key differences in how those entities use metrics persist. As Scacco,
Curry, and Stroud (2015) documented, digital-native news entities routinize individual
journalists’ integration of metrics into their work practices more extensively, which
legacy press entities can less easily do due to their larger size. This reliance on metrics
is fundamentally tied to discussions of “return on investment” among digital-native enti-
ties, which is less (openly) considered by legacy press. Moreover, legacy press entities often
maintain a newsroom culture that centers the print product, even online, such that “pro-
jects sometimes have to be tied to a print story to get first class treatment” (Scacco, Curry,
and Stroud 2015).

Thus, digital-native entities are more likely to produce a wider variety of coverage to
maximize audience visits and to do so on the bases of web metrics that point them to
(perhaps unexpectedly) high-traffic content. However, with digital-native entities report-
ing on issues not discussed by legacy press, legacy press news sites lose some share of the
informational market to their digital-native competitors, driving them to increase their
coverage of those issues and thus remain competitive. As Tandoc (2014) noted, editors’
perceptions both of their audiences’ viewing preferences and of their competitors’
offerings lead them to alter their gatekeeping decisions (see also Scacco, Curry, and
Stroud 2015).

In the context of transgender topics, we might imagine these mechanisms underlie digital-
native coverage’s influence on legacy press coverage. As Hallin (1986) noted, groups and
topics are afforded legitimacy by their presence in legacy press’ sphere of legitimate
controversy. Thus, as digital-native coverage drives increases in legacy press coverage, the
implication is that digital-native coverage allows transgender topics an avenue from the
margins into broader public debate (Billard 2016) – one path (of many) to mainstream
political legitimacy. As such, these dynamics may explain, in part, the rapid emergence of
transgender topics on the national political agenda (Taylor, Lewis, and Haider-Markel
2018). Moreover, as McCombs has argued over his long career of agenda-setting research,
an increased salience in news media affords topics increased perceived significance in the
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minds of citizens (McCombs and Reynolds 2009). This leaves us, then, with further questions
about the consequences of digital-native coverage in terms of its indirect influence (via
influence on legacy press) both on the general public and on political elites, whose discourses
and agendas are shaped, in part, by those of legacy press (Entman 2003).

Additional avenues for further research remain open, as well. First, further studies
could seek to replicate these findings in contexts of other issues and identities – particu-
larly those lacking mainstream legitimacy. Second, future studies could investigate differ-
ences in the specific content of articles (e.g. sourcing patterns, etc.) between the legacy press
and digital-native online news entities, rather than the overall topical focus. Third, future
research could interrogate the mechanisms that drive both differences in news coverage of
these topics and the intermedia agenda-setting dynamics observed. Finally, future research
could investigate how the effects of digital-native and legacy press online news content on
knowledge, attitudes, and opinions differ to illuminate the broader consequences of the
differences observed in this study.

Note

1. For story topics with five or more instances in the 100-article intercoder reliability subsample
(i.e. 7 of the 11 topic codes), per cent agreement ranged from 80% to 100%. Per cent agree-
ment for the four topic codes with fewer than five instances would be uninterpretable and
were thus not calculated.
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